**TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING PIT**

- **HOLD MULCH AWAY FROM PLANT CROWN**

- **2" LAYER OF ORGANIC MULCH**

- **PROVIDE WATERING BASIN AT TREES. DO NOT INSTALL BASIN WHEN TREES ARE INSTALLED IN LAWN AREA.**

- **FINISH GRADE**

- **SURFACE AMENDED SOIL—SEE SPECIFICATIONS**

- **GRANULAR FERTILIZER BAGS (BEST PACKS 20-10-5 NPK) JR SIMPLOT CO.**

- **BACKFILL SITE SOIL**

- **UNDISTURBED CONDITION**

- **DEPTH OF ROOTBALL**

- **1/3**

- **2/3**

- **TYP. CLR**

- **2" LAYER OForganisms (MULCH**

- **HOLD MULCH AWAY FROM PLANT CROWN**

- **5" TYP. CLR**

- **2X WIDTH OF ROOTBALL**

- **ROOTBALL**
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